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In The 

Circuit Court of the Twentieth Judicial Circuit 

In and for Lee County, Florida 

- Civil Division - 

SCOTT HUMINSKI, FOR HIMSELF  )  CIVIL ACTION 

  AND FOR THOSE SIMILARLY SITUATED  ) 

PLAINTIFF     ) 

   v.   )  DOCKET NO. 

TOWN OF GILBERT, AZ,   ) 

GILBERT POLICE DEPARTMENT,  ) 

RYAN PILLAR,     ) 

STEPHANIE AMEISS,    ) 

CITY OF SURPRISE, AZ,   ) 

SURPRISE POLICE DEPARTMENT,  ) 

CITY OF PHOENIX, AZ,    ) 

PHOENIX POLICE DEPARTMENT,  ) 

HEATHER ARD,     ) 

SCRIBD,INC.,     )  JURY TRIAL REQUESTED 

JASON BENTLEY,    ) 

LEE COUNTY, FLORIDA,   ) 

LEE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE,  ) 

SHERIFF MIKE SCOTT,    ) 

BRIAN ALLEN,     ) 

CITY OF GLENDALE, AZ,   ) 

GLENDALE POLICE,    ) 

TRACEY WOOD,    ) 

DEFENDANTS.    )   

VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY, INJUNCTIVE AND 

OTHER RELIEF 

 

NOW COMES, Scott Huminski (“Huminski”) for himself and for those similarly situated 

with disabilities of the lower extremities, and, under oath, complains, swears, deposes and states 

as follows: 
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1. On April 4, 2015, Huminski received a death threat letter in the mail at his home in 

Bonita Springs, FL listing Gilbert, AZ Police Officer Ryan Pillar (“Pillar”) as the 

author along with a return address on the envelope of Pillar in Phoenix, AZ and a 

Phoenix, AZ postmark. 

2. The death threat states, 

"Hello Scott, 

It’s almost time for you to die. 

Did you think that I would let you get away with your bullshit and your 

lawsuits? Writing that letter to my parents was your worst mistake.  Enjoy your 

last few days on earth.I’ll be there real soon.  

Officer Pillar” 

True and correct copies of the envelope and letter are scanned as attachments to court 

papers located at, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161206184736/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/notice-of-appeal-scan-with-death.pdf 

3. Huminski received 6 more additional threatening or bizarre letters in 2015 and 2016 

from Lee County, FL, California and Arizona.  The only Court matter that Huminski 

was involved in upon receipt of the April 2015 death threat was before the United 

States District Court (Conn.) and the threat is a crime against that tribunal. (witness 

intimidation, witness tampering, obstruction of justice) The second death threat 

targeted proceedings before the United States Second Circuit Court of Appeals in 

New York City.  See a true and correct copy of second death threat, that was issued in 

response to my filing of appeal before the 2
nd

 Circuit,   

https://web.archive.org/web/20161207005122/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/affidavit-2nd-death-threat.pdf 

4. The municipal defendants engage in the business of law enforcement, which, is an 

interstate activity whereby they all have had minimum contacts with Florida, 

especially with Florida Police agencies and agencies that do cooperative business in 

Florida like the F.B.I., the U.S. Postal Inspection Service and other agencies that have 

interstate jurisdiction and cooperate with State agencies.  The Gilbert defendants have 

made direct contact with the Lee County Sheriff’s Office (“LCSO”) with regard to the 

crimes and surrounding fact related to this Complaint.  The Gilbert defendants 

retained members of LCSO to act as their surrogates, agents and/or representatives in 

Florida and directed the LCSO to go to Huminski’s home for the sole reason of 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161206184736/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/notice-of-appeal-scan-with-death.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20161206184736/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/notice-of-appeal-scan-with-death.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207005122/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/affidavit-2nd-death-threat.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207005122/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/affidavit-2nd-death-threat.pdf
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harassment as the statement that there was an investigation by Stephanie Ameiss of 

the Gilbert Police was a lie because Gilbert failed to produce any such police report 

concerning the so-called investigation.  Gilbert retained and used LCSO for one 

purpose and one purpose only, to engage in the tort of harassment against Huminski 

as is revealed by their inability to produce any documents concerning this alleged 

“investigation”.  Huminski hid in terror when the LCSO executed the orders of the 

Gilbert police and he has been injured as a result of the coordination between Gilbert 

and the LCSO.  Although the Gilbert defendants never produced documents pursuant 

to a public records request concerning an investigation concerning Huminski, if it 

exists, it reveals Gilbert engaging in a 2015 investigation of Huminski, a Florida 

resident since 2012 (Huminski hasn’t left Florida since his move in 2012).  Gilbert 

police appear to have jurisdiction or attempt to assert jurisdiction over Huminski in 

Florida and control their surrogates/agents conduct in Florida during tortious conduct, 

this Court has jurisdiction over Gilbert and the other municipal defendants. 

5. Interstate “agency assists” are commonplace in law enforcement such as the contacts 

between Gilbert and the LCSO mentioned in the prior paragraph.  All municipal 

defendants conduct business with the F.B.I., a federal entity with nationwide 

jurisdiction, and report crime data to the F.B.I. and use interstate data supplied by the 

F.B.I. concerning conducting the business of law en`33.forcement.  Florida’s long-

arm statute “bestows broad jurisdiction on Florida courts.” Internet Solutions Corp. v. 

Marshall, 39 So.3d 1201, 1207 (Fla.2010) (citations omitted). 

6. I became aware of an impersonation of me in 2013 via the disclosure of the Phoenix 

Police (production received on 11/18/2016) of a police report that indicated Gilbert 

Police Officer Ryan Pillar received a disturbing letter from me, emails and other 

problematic materials in 2013-2014.  I did not engage in this conduct.  See a true and 

correct copy of the redacted Phoenix Police report at, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161125141148/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/trevor-nelson-phoenix-pd-report.pdf 

7. The Police report mentioned in the previous paragraph detailed Gilbert Police Officer 

Ryan Pillar’s statements to Phoenix that Gilbert had secured a restraining order 

against Huminski indicating a court adjudication of wrongful and criminal conduct by 

Huminski and Pillar falsely stated that Huminski engaged in the crime of harassment.  

These statements were made to the Phoenix police and are false.  The tort of 

defamation was is Florida, the residence of Huminski and Huminski seeks no relief 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161125141148/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/trevor-nelson-phoenix-pd-report.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20161125141148/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/trevor-nelson-phoenix-pd-report.pdf
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for effects, injury and damage related to any torts in any other jurisdiction than 

Florida.   

8. Gilbert police officer Stephanie Ameiss and Gilbert falsely stated to the Lee County 

(FL) Sheriff’s Department that Huminski had violent tendencies.  Violence is a crime.  

Huminski became aware of this when the local sheriff supplied him with a copy of a 

police report in the 2015-2016 winter containing the statements of Stephanie Ameiss 

to the local sheriff.  The physical location of any of the municipal defendants when 

they committed any tort specified in this Complaint is unknown, suit is proper in 

Florida. Pillar works in Gilbert, lives in Phoenix and the first death threat indicates he 

mailed it from Bonita Springs, FL.  Stephanie Ameiss of the Gilbert police requested 

the LCSO act as an agent for the Gilbert Police in Florida concerning some 

“investigation” she was working on again satisfying minimum contacts pursuant to 

Florida’s long arm statute. 

The LCSO document production is at, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161207011927/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/lcso-production.pdf 

9. Upon information and belief Trevor Nelson authored letters and emails sent to Pillar 

and Pillar’s parents in 2013 and 2014 and impersonated Huminski, his dead father, a 

Gilbert Police Officer (a crime in every jurisdiction in the USA including a federal 

crime as U.S. Mail was used in the commission of crimes) and others in the string of 

death threats and otherwise bizarre mail and email received at my home in Florida 

beginning in 2013 and continuing into 2016.  The alleged participation of Trevor 

Nelson in the series of State and Federal crimes targeting Ryan Pillar, Scott Huminski, 

the United States District Court (Conn.) and the United States Second Circuit Court 

of Appeals in New York City are set forth at, 

 https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/.   

https://web.archive.org/web/20161229153824/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.com/ 

Much of the evidence against Nelson is conclusory and circumstantial, but, abundant.  

Huminski needs cooperation from the municipal defendants to save his life, protect 

his family and build a case against Trevor Nelson.   

10. Trevor Nelson and his mother Debra Riffel hold Gilbert Police Officer Ryan Pillar 

and Huminski responsible for the suicide of his father, Justin M. Nelson.  Nelson and 

Riffel admit this motive for the aforementioned conduct targeting Huminski in a 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161207011927/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/lcso-production.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207011927/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/lcso-production.pdf
https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161229153824/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161229153824/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/
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Glendale, AZ police report.  This is a monumental motive for the planned murder.  

See a true and correct copy of Glendale police report at, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161207000718/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/trevor-nelson-criminal-motive-police-

report.pdf. 

11. I have made public records requests to all of the municipal defendants (including  

Heather Ard of the Phoenix Police) throughout 2015 and 2016, most recently a 

records request for public documents mentioning Huminski, Trevor Nelson, Justin M. 

Nelson and Debra Riffel was issued on 11/21/2016 and a true and correct copy is 

located at, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161207001351/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.com/2016/11/21/public-records-request-to-mcso-phoenix-surprise-

and-gilbert-police-prior-to-litigation/ 

A January, 2016 public record request was made to Gilbert and the Gilbert Police and 

completely ignored it to this day nearly one year later, a true and correct copy is 

located here, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161211214436/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/gilbert-doc-request-jan-2016.pdf 

 

12. The Municipal defendants refused to comply, partially (Phoenix, Heather Ard) or in 

the entirety (Gilbert, Surprise), with Huminski’s document requests and refuse to list 

withheld documents and the reason for the withholding as mandated by AZ public 

records law.  The refusal of law enforcement to cooperate with Huminski’s 

investigation puts Huminski’s life on the line and impedes his investigation, the 

results of which, he will forward to law enforcement for prosecution and seek civil 

redress when he gathers enough evidence from the municipalities to file a civil 

complaint against Trevor Nelson that does not contain conclusory allegations and can 

survive a motion to dismiss or judgement on the pleadings.   

13. Huminski is convinced that the only credible suspect related to the aforementioned 

crimes against Pillar, himself and the two federal courts is Trevor Nelson.  Both 

Nelson and his mother, Debra Riffel had/have motive and opportunity to commit 

these crimes.  The most recent event related to this matter is an email allegedly from 

the email account of Justin M. Nelson (deceased) dated 12/12/2013 entitled “Hello 

from the OTHER SIDE!”. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161207000718/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/trevor-nelson-criminal-motive-police-report.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207000718/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/trevor-nelson-criminal-motive-police-report.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207000718/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/trevor-nelson-criminal-motive-police-report.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207001351/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/11/21/public-records-request-to-mcso-phoenix-surprise-and-gilbert-police-prior-to-litigation/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207001351/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/11/21/public-records-request-to-mcso-phoenix-surprise-and-gilbert-police-prior-to-litigation/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207001351/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/11/21/public-records-request-to-mcso-phoenix-surprise-and-gilbert-police-prior-to-litigation/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161211214436/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/gilbert-doc-request-jan-2016.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20161211214436/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/gilbert-doc-request-jan-2016.pdf
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14. Huminski lives in terror concerning imminent murder proximately resulting from the 

municipal defendants refusal to obey AZ public records law.  The callous indifference, 

reckless indifference and unlawful conduct displayed by the municipal defendants for 

Huminski’s human rights (right to life) is outrageous and far exceeds gross negligence 

as the conduct of the municipal defendants is malicious, outrageous, corrupt and 

intentional. 

15. The municipal defendants have deliberately and maliciously refused to supply 

Huminski information to assist in his assassination investigation to proximately cause 

him injury, suffering and shock to body and mind for which he has received medical 

treatment. 

16. Glendale, AZ responded to an identical document request issued by Huminski and 

produced all documents with minimal redacting in an exemplary and comprehensive 

manner without malice. Compliance of one out of four agencies concerning AZ 

public records law shines a dim light on AZ law enforcement. No lawful reason 

existed for Glendale AZ to withhold or excessively redact documents provided to 

Huminski and none exists for the municipal defendants. 

17. Huminski’s investigation of the assassination plot and conspiracy to commit murder 

began in April of 2015 subsequent to receipt of the first death threat.  See Paras. 1,2.  

As a citizen-reporter, I will and have published all fruits of my investigation on the 

internet to alert and protect the public concerning this collection of serious crimes 

supported with silence and acquiescence by the law enforcement/municipal 

defendants.  Huminski has taken on the task of public safety concerning these matters 

as the municipal defendants and LCSO have abandoned their duties. 

18. Huminski suffers extreme emotional distress proximately resulting from the 

municipal defendants and their police departments’ refusal to produce public 

documents to intentionally obstruct my investigation and cause me terror, injury and 

shock to the body and mind requiring medical intervention related to the looming 

death threats and murder conspiracy. 

19. The municipal defendants have improperly and unlawfully withheld or excessively 

redacted production of public records with malice, malevolent intent and evil design 

to thwart Huminski’s attempt to protect and defend his human rights (right to life).  

This obstructionist conduct, in itself, is a human rights violation in this context and is 

conduct that shocks the conscience.  The official conduct in this case suggests that 
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law enforcement has teamed up with Trevor Nelson and his litany of crimes including 

a murder plot proximately causing Huminski grave injury. 

20. All defendants know or should have known that Huminski is investigating the 

looming assassination plot and I am doing this to save my life and protect my family.  

21. The conduct of municipal defendants is outrageous as it acquiesces to and, indeed, 

supports a conspiracy to commit murder by obstructing an investigation. 

22. All claims are brought against defendants in their individual and official capacities, 

jointly and severely.  

23. Huminski’s human rights (the right to life) trump any claim by the municipal 

defendants concerning privacy, confidentiality or any other reason to withhold which 

they have not asserted as a lawful reason for not producing public documents.  

24. Huminski believes that the municipal defendants are withholding public records to 

retaliate against Huminski for his anti-Police-State music videos with half a million 

views and as retaliation for his authoring of the book “Howard Dean’s Police State of 

Vermont”.  See, 

https://www.youtube.com/user/scottxmysteryband/videos 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/72564 

25. Huminski does not seek compensatory damages, punitive damages, costs or fees from 

the municipal defendants.  No immunities intending to protect government employees 

from pecuniary liability apply.  Qualified immunity cannot be asserted to bar actions 

for declaratory or injunctive relief. American Fire, Theft & Collision Managers, Inc. v. 

Gillespie, 932 F.2d 816, 818 (9th Cir.1991).  E.g., Newman v. Burgin, 930 F.2d 955, 

957 (1st Cir. 1991). 

26. Defendants were grossly negligent by failing to give Huminski’s public records 

request the highest priority as it involves a conspiracy to commit murder and an 

imminent credible looming death threat.  Instead, Surprise and Gilbert defendants 

chose not to comply with Huminski’s records request at all (silence was the response, 

deliberately and proximately causing Huminski extreme emotional distress). 

27. Huminski is fully disabled on social security disability with Post Traumatic Stress 

Disorder, Anxiety Disorder, Adjustment Disorder and other related maladies which 

the municipal defendants have aggravated with their apparent support of the murder 

conspiracy targeting Huminski.  

28. On at least three occasions the U.S. Mail was used in furtherance of the 

aforementioned crimes in mailings to Huminski and Pillar that were postmarked in 

https://www.youtube.com/user/scottxmysteryband/videos
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/72564
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Lee County, Florida.  Brian Allen of LCSO lied about the second death threat not ever 

making it into the U.S. Mails as Huminski spoke to U.S. Postal Inspection Service 

investigator, Mark Cavic, and he confirmed the postmark was genuine and that the 

sender mailed it from the Bonita Springs post office customer counter, early in the 

morning and the transaction was caught on video. 

29. The municipal defendants are engaging in a cover-up concerning the crimes of Trevor 

Nelson.  

30. The terror, depression, anxiety, hopelessnes and sense of impending doom that 

Huminski lives with proximately resulting from the municipal defendants refusal to 

supply Huminski with documents that will aid his investigation into the assassination 

plot is exemplified in this video of Huminski’s home, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dJYlLMBLVk 

No person should have to live under conditions of pure terror and a looming murder 

that Huminski has endured because of the obstruction of Huminski’s murder 

conspiracy investigation by the municipal defendants. 

31. Huminski asserts that this action against municipal defendant meets the requirements  

of the Continuing Tort Doctrine (aka Continuing Violation Doctrine) and suit can be 

brought at any time in the future for the alleged torts of the municipal defendants. 

32. Scribd Inc. and Jason Bentley authored the following email to me (2016) and 

communicated to Scribd Inc. employees the content of the email as confirmed with a 

telephone conversations with Scribd customer support and concurrently refused to 

allow me to rename the account and deleted contents of the 5-year old parody account 

(that began as an accounte critical of Sheriff Joe Arpaio) at the request of Debra Riffel 

and Trevor Nelson to further the murder conspiracy and other crimes, 

Jason (Support Desk) 

Jul 14, 10:09 AM PDT 

The account at "Sheriff_joe_arpaio" was confirmed to be unrelated to Sheriff Joe 

Arpaio of Maricopa County, Arizona and is not an official account of the Mari-

copa County Sheriff's Office. Scribd does not permit accounts that deliberately 

impersonate others.  

Best regards, 

Jason Bentley 

Legal Operations Manager 

Scribd, Inc. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dJYlLMBLVk
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33. Scribd Inc. engages in business activities in Florida, has Florida subscribers to its 

services, bills Florida residents for its services and otherwise conducts business for its 

web based business on a national and worldwide scale.  Jurisdiction is proper under 

the Florida long-arm statute.  Scribd, Inc. and Jason Bentley took down Huminski’s 

account to aid Debra Riffel and Trevor Nelson in their campaign of terror and  murder 

conspiracy, as no criminal impersonation of a police official occurred.   Jason Bentley 

acted pursuant to the requests of Debra Riffel and Trevor Nelson of Glendale, Arizona.  

Scribd, Inc. and their employee, Mr.Bentley engage in continuous and systematic 

general business contact with Florida via their worldwide business Scribd.com.  At a 

Court hearing in Arizona, Debra Riffel confirmed her contact with Scribd, Inc. further 

indicating the interstate and international continuous and systematic contacts with all 

States.  Scribd, Inc and Jason Bentley knew or should have known their claim of 

impersonation was false because the content on their site was highly critical of Sheriff 

Joe Arpaio and not content that would be included by an imposter.  Further, the 

content Huminski posted on Scribd.com noted the Huminski was a co-plaintiff with 

the United States in the United States of America v. Sheriff Joe Arpaio. 

34. Huminski notified the municipal defendants of his intent to seek a temporary 

injunction concurrently with filing of Complaint, via email, on 12/11/2016, 

12/12/2016, 12/13/2016, 12/14/2016 and on numerous dates prior to the filing of this 

action.  See true and correct copies of emails to the municipal defendants at, 

https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/12/11/injunctio
n-motion-against-gilbert-az-and-surprise-az/ 
https://web.archive.org/web/20161217125407/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.com/2016/12/11/injunction-motion-against-gilbert-az-and-surprise-

az/ 

also, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161218124556/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.com/2016/12/17/lcso-and-sheriff-mike-scott-added-to-death-threat-

lawsuit/ 

 

35. The Gilbert defendants refused to investigate the impersonation of Gilbert Police 

Officer Ryan Pillar in the death threat mentioned in the above paragraphs 1 and 2 as 

revealed by Gilbert’s public records production.  Huminski believes the impersonator 

to be Trevor Nelson, seeking vengeance in retaliation for the suicide of his father. 

https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/12/11/injunction-motion-against-gilbert-az-and-surprise-az/
https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/12/11/injunction-motion-against-gilbert-az-and-surprise-az/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161217125407/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/12/11/injunction-motion-against-gilbert-az-and-surprise-az/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161217125407/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/12/11/injunction-motion-against-gilbert-az-and-surprise-az/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161217125407/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/12/11/injunction-motion-against-gilbert-az-and-surprise-az/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161218124556/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/12/17/lcso-and-sheriff-mike-scott-added-to-death-threat-lawsuit/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161218124556/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/12/17/lcso-and-sheriff-mike-scott-added-to-death-threat-lawsuit/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161218124556/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/12/17/lcso-and-sheriff-mike-scott-added-to-death-threat-lawsuit/
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36. Detective Brian Allen of the LCSO told Glendale, AZ Police officials that Huminski 

was going to be charged with the crimes of harassment and false reporting for 

committing those crimes.  This statement is false and Huminski never engaged in said 

crimes.  This defamation was uttered by Mr. Allen with a complete disregard for the 

truth, simply to defame Huminski as Huminski was never charged with any crimes. 

37. LCSO and Mr. Allen refuse to take criminal complaints from Huminski concerning 

the murder conspiracy and have lied to Huminski on many occasions prior to their 

refusal to take police reports.  This conduct violates Huminski’s Human Right (right 

to life). 

38. This matter is before the Organization of American States, Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights both as a petition and approved for precautionary 

measures.  When local, State and federal law enforcement in the United States 

passively support a murder conspiracy any notion of a human right is gone from this 

country.  The findings of the OAS are not binding, however, the U.S. State 

Department does participate concerning human rights violation cases before the OAS.  

Below are true and correct links reflecting the status of the international human rights 

cases related to this Complaint, 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20160921233016/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu

2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/precautionary-mearsures-oas.pdf 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20160921233756/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu

2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/oas-letter-march-3-3-16.pdf 

39. On or about May 7, 2012 Huminski was arrested by the Gilbert Police for allegedly 

driving while intoxicated.  Huminski was not intoxicated or impaired.  Huminski was 

recovering from recent bilateral hip replacement and he notified the Gilbert Police of 

this disability prior to the arrest.  Huminski told the arresting officer of his disability 

and that he had previously noticed the Gilbert Police and Police Chief of this issue.  

Huminski was not ticketed for any motor vehicle moving violations when arrested. 

40. The major hip replacement surgeries on both Huminski’s hips prevented Huminski 

from performing tasks which required fine balancing using the new artificial joints 

and prevented him from passing a field sobriety test.  To this day, Huminski’s ability 

to put on shorts while standing is still a difficult task which requires the same balance 

and control/dexterity of the hip’s abilities as a field sobriety test.  Huminski’s driving 

https://web.archive.org/web/20160921233016/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020
https://web.archive.org/web/20160921233016/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020
http://debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/precautionary-mearsures-oas.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20160921233756/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020
https://web.archive.org/web/20160921233756/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020
http://debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/oas-letter-march-3-3-16.pdf
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abilities in the sitting position were not impeded at all at the time of his arrest.  Hip 

function plays no role in driving for Huminski because he drove normally prior to hip 

replacement with non-functioning hips.  Huminski’s artificial hips operate better that 

his diseased hips. Huminski also has avascular necrosis of both knees which also 

impacted his performance of the field sobriety test. 

41. Despite Huminski’s disability Huminski was given a field sobriety test which 

Huminski could not pass because of the instability of his hips/knees which precluded 

fine balancing tasks.  Huminski alerted the arresting officer of this issue.  Despite past 

and current knowledge of Huminski’s major hip surgeries, Huminski was arrested. 

42. The Gilbert Police reported the arrest to the FBI via their nationwide data base and 

the false arrest and criminal record burdens Huminski to this day in Florida because 

of gross negligence of the Gilbert Police and their wrongful placing of data on 

Huminski’s record of arrests and prosecutions (i.e. rap sheet) and impacting his 

insurance rates. 

43. The Gilbert Police took a blood sample from Huminski and failed to return 

Huminski’s sample for his testing and use.  Huminski intends to publish information 

on the internet concerning his arrest for driving with a disability. Huminski took a 

breathalyzer which revealed Zero alcohol and Huminski went to the hospital 

immediately after the arrest and a urine screen for drugs was also negative, the 

following day Huminski took a blood screen for drugs which was also negative.. 

44. Huminski notified the Gilbert Police that he wished his blood be saved for return to 

him on 5/24/2012 and Huminski requested the return of his blood in 2016 and the 

Gilbert Police failed to respond. 

45. Gilbert has had adequate time to bring a prosecution for some unknown crime 

(whether it is a misdemeanor of felony) and has failed to do so.  Huminski has 

allowed an adequate amount of time prior to bringing this suit for a prosecution to 

commence predicated upon his arrest.  Huminski was given no paperwork concerning 

his arrest to calculate what statute of limitation may be applicable to the arrest and 

proposed charges. 

46. Gilbert has refused to return Huminski’s property (blood). 

47. The arrest record posted by Gilbert for availability to Florida law enforcement and 

others prejudices Huminski for life and causes (and caused) him extreme emotional 

distress.  The DUI “lookback period” for Florida is ten years.  Arizona and Florida 

municipalities both engage in law enforcement activities in both States and are 
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members of the Interstate Drivers License Compact. A.R.S. Sec. 28-1851, West’s 

F.S.A. Sec. 322.43 et seq.   Arizona and Florida law enforcement agencies report to 

and seek information from the National Driver Registry and report to and seek 

information pursuant to the Interstate Drivers License Compact.  As set forth above, 

municipal law enforcement is an interstate business in all of the United States.   

48. The Lee Defendants including Mike Scott assisted the Gilbert defendants with 

deliberate and malicious harassment of Huminski by acting as agents for the Gilbert 

Police concerning an “investigation” by Gilbert and Stephanie Ameiss.  The so-called 

investigation does not exist as revealed by Gilbert’s public record release.  Lee 

County knew or should have known that Gilbert’s only goal was to harass Huminski 

and cause him injury and damage. 

49. Concurrently filed with this complaint are Huminski’s Motion for Temporary 

Injunction and Motion for Limited Jurisdictional Discovery. 

50. In 2015, Detective Allen of the LCSO extensively communicated with the Glendale , 

AZ Police and told them, upon their request, he was going to have Huminski charged 

with harassment and false reporting.  All municipal law enforcement agencies in AZ 

conduct business in Florida and use agencies such as the LCSO as their surrogates, 

representatives and agents in Florida.  See Glendale Police Report at (closed as 

unfounded, revealing massive motive behind Trevor Nelson’s death threats – revenge 

for his father’s suicide), 

https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/09/22/trevor-

nelson-glendale-az-admits-huge-motive-for-his-alleged-string-of-crimes-

trevornelsonaz-gcu2020/ 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161217170416/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.com/2016/09/22/trevor-nelson-glendale-az-admits-huge-motive-

for-his-alleged-string-of-crimes-trevornelsonaz-gcu2020/ 

51. LCSO/Sheriff Scott refuses to respond to a public records request issued by Huminski 

on 12/25/2016 which has proximately caused Huminski injury and damage.  An 

investigation exists(ed) concerning Detective Brian Allen’s (LCSO) statements to the 

Glendale Police that Allen was going to have Huminski charged with harassment and 

false reporting.  LCSO failed to produce public records related to Allen’s 

investigation of Huminski.   A true and correct copy of the public records request is 

located at, 

https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/09/22/trevor-nelson-glendale-az-admits-huge-motive-for-his-alleged-string-of-crimes-trevornelsonaz-gcu2020/
https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/09/22/trevor-nelson-glendale-az-admits-huge-motive-for-his-alleged-string-of-crimes-trevornelsonaz-gcu2020/
https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/09/22/trevor-nelson-glendale-az-admits-huge-motive-for-his-alleged-string-of-crimes-trevornelsonaz-gcu2020/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161217170416/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/09/22/trevor-nelson-glendale-az-admits-huge-motive-for-his-alleged-string-of-crimes-trevornelsonaz-gcu2020/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161217170416/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/09/22/trevor-nelson-glendale-az-admits-huge-motive-for-his-alleged-string-of-crimes-trevornelsonaz-gcu2020/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161217170416/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/09/22/trevor-nelson-glendale-az-admits-huge-motive-for-his-alleged-string-of-crimes-trevornelsonaz-gcu2020/
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https://web.archive.org/web/20161229112740/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/lcso-record-request.pdf 

52. The Glendale defendants including Tracey Wood and the Phoenix Police “TLO” 

communicated to the Phoenix Police that Huminski has engaged in the crime of 

harassment via email and social media contacts with Trevor Nelson.  The statements 

that Huminski engaged in harassment, emailing Nelson or contacting Nelson via 

social media where false.  A true and correct copy of the Phoenix Police Department 

report detailing these communications is located at, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170104125447/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/phoenix-pd-glendale-pd-working-

with-nelson101.pdf 

53. On or about July 26, 2016, LCSO served Huminski with papers for a legal action 

originating in Surprise, AZ, Manistee Justice Court.  Huminski subsequently notified 

the LCSO that the Plaintiff in the case, Debra M. Riffel (the mother of Trevor Nelson) 

had committed perjury in the case.  Regardless, LCSO attempted to serve upon 

Huminski the injunction resulting from the perjury of Riffel.  LCSO never lawfully 

served the injunction by leaving it on Huminski’s car while he was in his backyard 

more than a hundred feet away from the deputy attempting to serve the papers.  

Huminski did could not see the deputy that placed papers on his car.  Huminski 

notified LCSO of the perjury and that the document was void for want of due process 

under the Florida Constitution prior to any attempt to serve the injunction from 

Manistee Justice Court and that it should not be served.  See a true and correct copy 

of perjured papers filed in the Manistee Justice Court at, 

https://web.archive.org/save/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel

.com/2016/10/08/alleged-perjury-of-trevor-nelsons-mother-debra-riffel-reported-to-

state-and-federal-law-enforcement/ 

54. Huminski learned of the aforementioned conduct and related torts that are supported 

by Police Reports at the time of his receipt of the reports plus time to review and 

analyze the Police Reports with his disabilities.  

55. On or about 12/12/2016, Huminski received a bizzare email from Justin M. Nelson 

(deceased) which is the third email Huminski received from this gmail account.  

Huminski received a series of hostile emails from Trevor Nelson (the son of Justin 

Nelson) and believes Trevor Nelson is impersonating his dead father.  True and 

correct copies of Trevor Nelson emails are at, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161229112740/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/lcso-record-request.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20161229112740/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/lcso-record-request.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20170104125447/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/phoenix-pd-glendale-pd-working-with-nelson101.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20170104125447/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/phoenix-pd-glendale-pd-working-with-nelson101.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20170104125447/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/phoenix-pd-glendale-pd-working-with-nelson101.pdf
https://web.archive.org/save/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/10/08/alleged-perjury-of-trevor-nelsons-mother-debra-riffel-reported-to-state-and-federal-law-enforcement/
https://web.archive.org/save/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/10/08/alleged-perjury-of-trevor-nelsons-mother-debra-riffel-reported-to-state-and-federal-law-enforcement/
https://web.archive.org/save/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/10/08/alleged-perjury-of-trevor-nelsons-mother-debra-riffel-reported-to-state-and-federal-law-enforcement/
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https://web.archive.org/web/20161217125052/http://trevornelsonemailshuminski.blog

spot.com/ 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161217125232/http://trevornelsonemailshuminsk.blog

spot.com/ 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170104132134/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/email-from-the-dead-justin-m-nelson-

2016.pdf 

 

COUNT 1 - DEFAMATION PER SE/DEFAMATION 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE, RYAN PILLAR, STEPHANIE AMEISS, LCSO, LEE COUNTY, 

BRIAN ALLEN 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that the named defendants in this count engaged is defamation per se or 

defamation and that Gilbert never obtained an injunction against Huminski and that 

Huminski never engaged in violence or harassment of the Gilbert Police and that 

Huminski did not engage in the crimes of harassment and false reporting as stated by 

Brian Allen, LCSO and Lee County.  All statements by the named defendants in this 

count require criminal conduct which did not occur.  The statements are false.  An 

injunction against harassment in AZ can not issue without underlying criminal conduct.  

All violence is criminal. 

 An injunction against the defendants in this court prohibiting future defamation of 

Huminski. 

 

COUNT 2 – HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE, PHOENIX, PHOENIX POLICE, HEATHER ARD, SURPRISE, 

SURPRISE POLICE, LCSO, MIKE SCOTT, LEE COUNTY 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that the right to life is a fundamental human right recognized universally. 

 A declaration that the named municipal defendants violated Huminski’s right to life by 

obstructing his fight to live by finding and stopping the person(s) planning his 

assassination through his investigation of the murder conspiracy and death threats. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161217125052/http:/trevornelsonemailshuminski.blogspot.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161217125052/http:/trevornelsonemailshuminski.blogspot.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161217125232/http:/trevornelsonemailshuminsk.blogspot.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161217125232/http:/trevornelsonemailshuminsk.blogspot.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170104132134/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/email-from-the-dead-justin-m-nelson-2016.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20170104132134/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/email-from-the-dead-justin-m-nelson-2016.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20170104132134/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/email-from-the-dead-justin-m-nelson-2016.pdf
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 A declaration that Florida State Courts have jurisdiction to enforce and hear claims under 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights with regard to the right to life of Florida 

citizens. 

 A declaration that Lee County, LCSO and Mike Scott’s refusal to accept reports of crime 

from Huminski, and refusal to investigate concerning the murder conspiracy violates his 

right to life and that refusal to provide public documents to further Huminski’s 

investigation of the murder conspiracy/death threats also violates his right to life. 

 A declaration that police discretion to not investigate crimes does not apply to a murder 

conspiracy under human rights precepts and that investigation of a murder conspiracy and 

death threats is mandatory under international human rights law. 

 State Courts have concurrent jurisdiction over human rights cases.  See Generally, 

https://opportunityagenda.org/human_rights_state_courts_2014 

 

COUNT 3 – INTENTIONAL AND/OR NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL 

DISTRESS 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE, PHOENIX, PHOENIX POLICE, HEATHER ARD, SURPRISE, 

SURPRISE POLICE, LCSO, MIKE SCOTT, LEE COUNTY 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that the municipal defendants obstructed Huminski’s investigation of the 

murder plot looming against him and that this conduct proximately caused Huminski 

extreme emotional distress by obstructing his attempt to find and stop the assassin(s). 

 A declaration that the Sheriff Mike Scott and the Lee defendants’ refusal to accept 

criminal complaints from Huminski and to investigate the murder conspiracy proximately 

caused Huminski extreme emotional distress by complacently endorsing and assisting the 

assassin(s). 

 

COUNT 4 – VIOLATION OF ARIZONA PUBLIC RECORD LAW 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE, PHOENIX, PHOENIX POLICE, HEATHER ARD, SURPRISE, 

SURPRISE POLICE 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that the municipal defendants violated Arizona Public Records Law § 

39.101 et seq. by; (1) withholding all documents without a lawful reason, (2) by 

withholding some documents without a lawful reason, or (3) by excessive redaction 

https://opportunityagenda.org/human_rights_state_courts_2014
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without a lawful reason, and (4) failure to provide a list of the withheld documents and 

the reason for withholding as mandated by statute.  

 An order mandating that the municipal defendant produce all documents requested by 

Huminski without excessive/unlawful redaction. 

 Huminski incorporates the following in this Count, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161207001351/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2

020debrariffel.com/2016/11/21/public-records-request-to-mcso-phoenix-surprise-and-

gilbert-police-prior-to-litigation/ 

 

COUNT 5 – NEGLIGENCE RE:VIOLATION OF ARIZONA PUBLIC RECORD LAW 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE, PHOENIX, PHOENIX POLICE, HEATHER ARD, SURPRISE, 

SURPRISE POLICE 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that the municipal defendants violated Arizona Public Records Law § 

39.101 et seq. by; (1) withholding all documents without a lawful reason, (2) by 

withholding some documents without a lawful reason, or (3) by excessive redaction 

without a lawful reason, and that said conduct was negligent and violated the rights of 

Huminski with callous disregard and malice. 

 An order mandating that the municipal defendants produce all documents requested by 

Huminski without excessive/unlawful redaction. 

 

COUNT 6 – INJUCTIVE AND OTHER RELIEF - DEFAMATION PER SE/DEFAMATION 

SCRIBD INC., JASON BENTLEY 

Huminski incorporates all prior paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that the named defendants in this count engaged is defamation per se or 

defamation and that “impersonation” of a police official is a criminal offense in all 

jurisdictions in the United States and that the content of Huminski’s Scribd account was 

clearly critical of Sheriff Joe Arpaio and never constituted the crime of impersonating a 

police official and had existed for 5 years on Scribd.com prior to the contact of Debra 

Rifell and/or Trevor Nelson in July of 2016 with Scribd.Inc..   

 Huminski seeks  $500,000.00 (Five Hundred Thousand dollars) in presumed or general 

damages or compensatory damages. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161207001351/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/11/21/public-records-request-to-mcso-phoenix-surprise-and-gilbert-police-prior-to-litigation/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207001351/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/11/21/public-records-request-to-mcso-phoenix-surprise-and-gilbert-police-prior-to-litigation/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207001351/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/2016/11/21/public-records-request-to-mcso-phoenix-surprise-and-gilbert-police-prior-to-litigation/
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 An injunction prohibiting defendants in this count from stating or communicating in any 

media, form or context with anyone, anywhere that Huminski engaged in impersonation 

of Sheriff Joe Arpaio. 

 

COUNT 7 – INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE, PHOENIX, PHOENIX POLICE, HEATHER ARD, SURPRISE, 

SURPRISE POLICE 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 An injunction against the above-listed defendants in this count prohibiting continuation 

of the aforementioned conduct especially conduct which constitutes a “cover-up” of the 

crimes of Trevor Nelson or Debra Riffel and that impedes Huminski’s murder conspiracy 

investigation.  

 A pre-service Temporary Restraining Order seeking the same terms as the prior paragraph. 

 

COUNT 8 – DECLARATORY RELIEF - CONVERSION 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that Gilbert’s refusal to return Huminski’s 2012 blood sample constitutes 

conversion of Huminski’s property and Huminski requests an order for return of the 

property. 

 

COUNT 9 – DECLARATORY RELIEF – DRIVING WITH A DISABILITY of LOWER 

EXTREMITIES IS NOT A CRIME – FALSE ARREST 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that declaration that driving with disabilities of the lower extremities is not 

a crime and an arrest for this disability is a false arrest 

 

COUNT 10 – INJUCITIVE  RELIEF 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 An injunction preventing Gilbert for maintaining an arrest record on Huminski for his 

arrest for driving with a disability of the lower extremities in all State and Federal data 
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bases or an order directing Gilbert to see to it that all traces of the arrest are expunged in 

the United States.  

COUNT 11 – INJUCITIVE  RELIEF 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 An injunction preventing Gilbert from arresting any person for driving with a disability 

when Gilbert has had prior and/or concurrent notice of the disability that may impact the 

ability of the disabled citizen to pass a field sobriety test. 

 

COUNT 12 – OTHER  RELIEF 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 An order mandating that Gilbert implement a training program monitored by this Court 

preventing the targeting of disabled persons for arrest because of their disabilities.  

 

COUNT 13 – DECLARATORY  RELIEF 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that the arrest of Huminski caused him extreme emotional distress.  

 

COUNT 14 – DECLARATORY  RELIEF - HARASSMENT 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE, LEE COUNTY, LCSO, MIKE SCOTT 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that the retaining of LCSO personnel by the Gilbert defendants was for the 

sole purpose of harassing Huminski and Huminski was indeed harassed by the interstate 

activities of Gilbert and its representative, surrogate and/or agent the LCSO.  

 A declaration that the Lee defendants and Mike Scott, while acting as agents and 

representatives and surrogates of Glendale and Gilbert, knowingly and deliberately chose 

to harass Huminski and cause him injury and damage absent any valid law enforcement 

purpose. 

 

COUNT 15 – REQUEST FOR JURISDICTIONAL LIMITED DISCOVERY 

ALL DEFENDANTS 
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Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that Huminski should be allowed jurisdictional discovery to address 

personal jurisdiction disputes and that such relief is required by the Florida’s constitution  

 

COUNT 16 – VIOLATION OF FLORIDA PUBLIC RECORD LAW 

LEE COUNTY, LCSO, SHERIFF MIKE SCOTT 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that the Lee defendants violated Arizona Public Records Law, Article I, 

section 24 of the Florida Constitution, and chapter 119, F.S.; (1)  by withholding 

some documents without a lawful reason, and (2) failure to provide a list of the withheld 

documents and the reason for withholding as mandated by statute.  

 

COUNT 17 – DEFAMATION PER SE 

CITY OF GLENDALE, GLENDALE POLICE, TRACEY WOOD, CITY OF PHOENIX, 

PHOENIX POLICE 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 

 A declaration that Huminski had not made contact with Trevor Nelson via emails or 

social media and that Huminski did not engage in the crime of harassment concerning 

Trevor Nelson and that the Defendants’ conduct related to this count constitutes 

defamation per se. 

 An injunction prohibiting the named defendants in this count from further defamation of 

Huminski.  

COUNT 18 – DECLARATORY RELIRF 

LEE COUNTY, LCSO, SHERIFF MIKE SCOTT 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that Huminski had not been legally served with an injunction from 

Manistee Justice Court in 2016 and that said service violates Florida’s Due Process 

provisions and the fruits of the perjury of  Debra Riffel are void ab initio under Florida 

law and the common law. 

 

Dated at Bonita Springs on this 6
th

 Day of January, 2017, 
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____________________________________________________ 

Scott Huminski 

24544 Kingfish Street 

Bonita Springs, FL  34134 

(239) 300-6656 

s_huminski@livecom 

 

 

 

SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED to before me this 6
th

 Day of January, 2017, 

 

 

 

 

______________________________________________________ 

Notary        Exp. 


